
FRITS ABOUT, 2019 – No.3  

(124 new report items in this edition – received between 17th June and 16th September 2019)  

  

Dear all,  
 

Welcome at last to Frits About, 2019 no 3. For those new to the concept, we try the challenging task of pulling together news from as 

many sources as practical in time available of our wonderful fritillary butterflies across Wales and, where relevant, just over the border. 

This edition covers most of the reports available since mid-June, including the latter part of flight periods of Small Pearl-bordered 

(SPBF), last few days of Marsh (MF), whole of Dark Green (DGF) and High Brown Fritillary (HBF) & most of Silver-washed Fritillary 

(SWF) flight periods.  
 

PBF, SPBF and MF flight periods were largely covered in the last edition. Of the larger frits, DGFs seem to have occurred as widely as 

ever, but perhaps in lower numbers than 2018. HBF, on the other hand, at its last remaining (but large) Welsh site in the Alun Valley has 

done much better in 2019, with index of estimated HBF sightings per observer hour up to 19, which makes 2019 the third best HBF year 

in the last 16 years in South Wales. Not only that but we had 32 accompanied visitors in 2019 to see HBFs flying.   SWF seems to have 

done well, with reports from numerous locations. MF larval web surveys are well under way. 

 

More Carmarthenshire MF sites are still being discovered. We will be continuing to try to visit more sites in the web season (next 

10 days), so please let us know if you’d like to get involved. Don’t forget also we run work parties in autumn and winter, mostly 

volunteers, to help conserve habitat for MF and HBF. Details will be on the Events listing page. 

Thanks to those who have contributed items to this edition. (County recorders might note that probably half reports via Facebook!) 

Please keep contributions coming to me, Richard Smith email       
 

 Contributions to Frits About are very welcome – but remember to send in your records to County Butterfly Recorders as well.   

 On Facebook there is a Discussion Group set up by South Wales branch, a North Wales branch page and a  BC Wales page.    

 Judy in the Wales office will be pleased to receive feedback on the E-news generally. 

 

Contributions to Frits About are the views of the individuals concerned and do not necessarily represent the views of Butterfly Conservation Wales. 

https://butterfly-conservation.org/events
mailto:rgsoverton@gmail.com
http://butterfly-conservation.org/2390/Recording-contacts.html#NORTH%20WALES
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ButterflyConservationSouthWalesBranch/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/277847912412601/
https://www.facebook.com/bcwales
mailto:jburroughs@butterfly-conservation.org
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1.Pearl-bordered Fritillary (PBF)  – no new reports 
 

2. Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary (SPBF)  – 16 new 

reports  
 

Anglesey. 

Graham Mathieson via Facebook: “Checked out Newborough Forest today (6th August)... really glad 

I did, photos are of Small Pearl-bordered Fritilliary”. 

“Made a return to Newborough Forest today (13th August) ... photos of Small Pearl-bordered 

Fritilliary,” These presumably are second brood, which has been reported regularly from North Wales in 

recent years. So why no reports from Mid or South Wales? Are we just not looking? - Ed. 

 

Carmarthenshire 

Julian Wormald reports: “Fritillary in our hay meadow (in Rhydcymerau) this afternoon (20th June), 

flitting from Lousewort to Cat’s Ear to Tormentil to Orchid... At first I assumed it would be a 

Marsh Frit, since these have been found nearby, but on closer inspection of the images, it seemed 

best to fit with Small Pearl bordered, and was a fairly small butterfly”.  

 

 

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary  : Julian Wormald 

 

Ceredigion 

Ben Williams: “I went up to Cors Caron, near Tregaron, Ceredigion on 27.6.19 and saw 40+ SPBFs, nearly all in fresh condition”. 

Maggie Sproule on 29th July: “Have just seen the attached SPBF in the little pasture in Cwm Soden......about two hours ago. Must be second brood” (see photos on 

next page) 
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Small Pearl-

bordered 

Fritillaries:  

Maggie Sproule 

 

Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary (cont) 
 

 

 

 

Heads of valleys 

Peter Sturgess: “On 5th June I spotted a single Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary flying over marshy grassland east of Llyn Fawr reservoir (SN919034).   

It’s not far from Tower colliery where I saw several last year – and there seems to be plenty of suitable habitat up there”. 

 

Monmouthshire 

 

North Wales 

David James, via Facebook: “It's my last day searching for butterflies today (20th June) so my girlfriend and I decided to stay close to where we are staying 

(Hermon) and explore Newborough Forest. We had a great walk around which was made even better by finding a small colony of Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries 

at SH3905165236 with a least 6 flying along the ride edge”.  
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Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary (cont) 
North Wales cont. 

Graham Mathieson, via Facebook: “Whilst walking the North Wales Path yesterday (22nd June) between Bangor and Llandudno Junction, managed to find this Small 

Pearl-Bordered Fritillary under the slopes of Moel Wnion on the Roman Road”. 

Mark J D Hughes on 9th July, via Facebook: “Today at Blaen y weirglodd there were a few Small pearl bordered fritillaries flying among all the wild flowers”. 

Tony Pope, via Facebook, on 30th June: “Dark Green Fritillary and Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary on Halkyn Mountain bio blitz today …..very very windy so 

butterflies were struggling and difficult to get shots”.  

 

Pembs 

John Steer & David Redhead saw one on 16 June - Castlemartin Ranges East, Longstone Down (SR9394) 

22 June a small pearl-bordered frit was noted by Graham Clarke and Lynne Houlston in Range East west of  Bullslaughter Bay in SR9394. 

Annie and Bob recorded at least 3 SPB Frits between the Wash and Green Bridge of Wales yesterday (28th June). 

28 June - Pen Brush (SM8839) = 1 - JS and me 

 

Powys 

Dean Fenton (West Mids BC committee) e-mailed on 17th June: “I found 2 Small PBFs here on a hill walk yesterday at Coed Broadwell (Radnorshire). The wood 

appears to belong to NRW - they have a sign at entrance. It is named Cwm Broadwell and is just above New Radnor in Powys. On Explorer 201 the GR is 210621. 

From a distance it looks a pretty hopeless conifer plantation but the bottom ride opens out increasingly as you leave the carpark and the East of the area has plenty 

of small deciduous trees and open patches”. 

 

Vale of Glamorgan. 

SPBFs were recorded every week in Alun valley from mid-May through to mid-July, all apparently breeding in bracken/dry grassland/dog violet “ffridd” habitat. 
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3. Marsh Fritillary (MF) – 46 new reports 
 

Caerphilly 

Annie Irving posted via Facebook forum (with photo) on 12 July: “Incredibly, one Marsh frit still dotting around Aberbargoed grasslands - the only frit seen 

today”. (For even later adult record, 12th Sept, see under Ceredigion below – Ed). 

 

Carmarthenshire  

Colin Cheeseman of Plantlife advised (in July) in relation to their Cae Blaen Dyffryn reserve (SN6044): “Whilst volunteers were undertaking the condition 

assessment and orchid count on the 15th June we discovered two Marsh Fritillaries in the field”.  

 

Photographs of a male and a female MF, taken in the same field at Pen-Y-Graig Goch Farm, nr Llangadog, were sent to BIS (Biological Records Centre for mid 

Wales) on 18th June. To quote the owner: “I am reporting the 1st sightings of Marsh Fritillary butterflies on my farm since one battered male was seen some 30 

years ago by Graham Motley and Jamie Bevan. I saw a slightly damaged male about a week ago but didn't have my camera in the Gate field at the entrance to my 

farm one of the SSSI marshy grassland fields with lots of Devil's Bit Scabious that has come since I managed them. Today (18th June) I went to have a look again 

in this field and found this perfect female with a pristine male not 3 ft from her. The Meadow thistle is just coming out ………and these Marsh Fritillaries. Richard 

Smith said I was (possibly) too far from any metapopulation for them to come and find me. But whether they can establish a colony population here at 600ft I don't 

know. I have never found webs in September when I have looked and others have looked too”. Ok, so we can be wrong! – Ed. 

 

Dave Bannister reports: “Spent yesterday (10th Sept) at a farm at Pen-y-graig goch, near Llandeussant / Llangadog. Found 4 webs in the 'Lane Field' (field and 

position of webs marked on attachment). That field looked the best so I concentrated on it and found the webs in about an hours searching. Most fields have 

scabious in but did not have time to search them. Suggest that next year we do a more detailed search as I would be surprised if there weren't more. The owner 

had seen the adults flying in an adjacent field. I showed the owner the webs so she can search for more”. Grid square of farm is SN7422. 

 

Following George Tordoff finding an early larval web at Median Farm on 12th July, Amanda Evans called at one of her project sites nearby and she and owner were 

thrilled to find an early larval web there also. 
 

A BC volunteer team of Francis Lawson, Paul Gadsby, Tomos Parker & RGS, searched two adjoining reasonable sized holdings NE of Llandybie on 20 August, and 

found 3 larval webs on one of the sites and 16 webs across the stream on the larger holding. Both of these are new sites (5 new fields) although habitat was 

spotted by others working in the area, but at an out of season time of year.  Other information suggests there may be more habitat on other holdings nearby. 
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Marsh Fritillary (cont)  

Carmarthenshire (cont) 
Then on 29 August a larger BC volunteer team of Francis Lawson, Paul Gadsby, Kath Eilbeck, Alan Reynolds, Tomos Parker & RGS, searched six fields of three 

different landowners comprising the Tir Mawr SSSI just north of Trapp. We took all day to cover the site, finding 32 larval webs in total, of which 15 were in a 

field with no records since 1990 and the other 17 is a good improvement on the 2018 total of 5 webs. MF adults have been recorded on two more new fields near 

Trapp in May/June 2019, so we’ll be trying to find webs there too.  

Rob Parry and local volunteers had 24 webs in the old railway field at Cwm Gors on 30 August, SN7011.  

Rob Parry & Lizzie Wilberforce took a walk up the mountain behind the house and we found two webs on the track by the Lama field on Sunday (1st Sept).  “I have 

always thought they should be there and it was great finding them. I will pop up later this week to inform the landowners who are great. They are the ones who we 

have been working with regarding the Pied Flycatcher boxes, so they will be over the moon”. 2 webs in SN6914 and yet another new occupied site.  
The next BC volunteer team survey was around Trapp on 5th September. We were able to find an additional larval web to that already found by Debbie (owner and 

volunteer) in her field in SN6420, confirming breeding after two adult MFs were seen back in late May. Later, we searched along a footpath close to river Cennen in 

the village and where Rob Parry & Lizzie Wilberforce had spotted an adult in late May. We found 3 webs, just in SN6418, thus confirming breeding on another new 

site in this area.   

Dave Bannister met a couple who have 75 acres near Cilycym and they told him that they had seen MFs in their Rhos pasture. Ed: We hope to check for larval 

webs, as this would be yet another new site, if confirmed.  

So far this year, MFs have been reported/recorded in 23 individual fields, which had no previous records for the species in recent times.  Most of these were 

included in reports in Frits About 2019, No 2, except of course those (2) found by larval web searches later.   

 

Ceredigion 

Clare Williams reports (18th June): “Went to Ceredigion today in pretty overcast weather to try to get some colony surveys done.  Relatively warm down there but 

overcast. Visited Glanrhocca – 37 Marsh Frit in total, most not flying but relatively easy to pick out as many resting on the orchids or trying to bask; overall 

habitat looking pretty good so that’s encouraging.  Also went to Nant Cleddyn Pingos in the afternoon.  Habitat looks good there but didn’t see any Marsh Frit 

which felt strange”.   

Sarah Bentley: “I went to Rhos Pil Bach in Plwmp this afternoon (19th June) where I was lucky enough to see some Marsh Frits. I can be absolutely certain there 

were 4 but I think there were 6”. 
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Marsh Fritillary (cont)  
Ceredigion cont 
Em Foot: “We did find a web with very small caterpillars at Rhos Glyn yr Helyg on 25th July as we walked 

through to pull the balsam”. 
Em Foot: “4 webs found at Rhos Marion, near Plwmp, on the 4th. Plus an old one. There was a further 

web seen 10 days earlier in a different location on the same site. Only 1, very healthy looking, web found 

at Rhos Fullbrook, near Tregaron, on 5th. None found at Rhos Glandenys, Nebo, also on 5th. The 

scabious was looking amazing everywhere! We'll be continuing this week at Rhos Glyn yr Helyg”. 

 

Russel Hobson reports: “Good count at Rhos Llawr Cwrt, on 12th Sept, after a number of disappointing 

years – total of 36 larval webs on transects, up from 5 last year. Biggest surprise was a fresh Marsh 

Fritillary adult that flew up in to a spider’s web and was very quickly bundled up, so quickly that we 

struggled to get a photo”. (George tells me that Russel thought that rather than a partial second brood, it was more 

likely an odd pupa which got buried somewhere in vegetation – Ed) 

Marsh Frit being bundled up by spider 12 Sept: Paul Gadsby 

Heads of Valleys 

Karen Wilkinson reported success at Cors Bryn y Gaer, near Hirwaun, on 12th Sept. “We had over 120 webs in those two smaller fields south of the main Cors Bryn 

y Gaer block today. The horses have been off for a couple of years, the Succisa has gone mental”.   

 

Neath Port Talbot 
On 23 August Andrea Rowe and George Tordoff counted 5 larval webs at Tresgyrch Fawr (SN6809), on the first visit to this site since 2015. 

 

North-west Wales 

Andrew Graham sent us this update: “Not much to report but the site known as Cae Pencefn, nr. Dolgellau is proving better than ever with 150 webs counted in a 

portion of the field with an area of ~0.25 Ha, i.e. a density of ~600 webs/Ha. When the webs are so close there's more dispute and discussion than ever as to the 

whether adjacent webs are from separate egg batches or the result of one batch of larvae accidentally splitting into two! We did return to carry on counting the 

rest of the field but there was a police cordon and we weren't allowed in! Someone was protesting up a transmitting mast somewhere nearby and was considered a 

possible threat.  No webs have been found in the Harlech area. A re-introduction might be worthwhile as the habitat is now restored in the old exclosure area 

though everywhere else remains unsuitable due to agriculture. 
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Marsh Fritillary (cont)  
Pembs 

David Redhead reports (13th Sept): “Spent 4 hours searching Jeffreyston Pastures SSSI for Marsh Fritillary webs - only found one which does not compute with 

the 46 adults seen in June”. 

Copybush (surveyed 10/9 by GT, AR, John Steer, Bob & Annie Haycock) 9 webs.  

Knapps Farm (surveyed 10/9 by GT, AR, John Steer, Bob & Annie Haycock) 7 webs (+ 3 empty).  

Shortland Moors (surveyed 10/9 by GT, AR, John Steer, Bob & Annie Haycock) 1 web. 

 

 

RCT (Rhondda valleys). 

As reported in last Frits About, Judy Burroughs received a report by Phillip Leyshon via BC Wales’ website of an MF in the Rhondda valley on 28 May. RGS was in 

Rhondda Fach in late July to do the annual but informal large frits hunt along old railway, south of Maerdy. So I popped over to roughly where Phillip found the 28 

May MF (Ton Pentre, Rhondda Fawr at SS 965 949.). From the nearby new housing estate there was an open access area of bracken covered acid grassland to 

south but difficult to see how to get to the only marshy grassland field to north (which was grazed by sheep anyway). I did however marvel at the ever-increasing 

each year area of superb rhos pasture with Devil’s Bit Scabious on the east side of the old railway near Maerdy, just south of the A4233 around SS 977 983. If 

anyone is in that area this month, do please look for larval webs around the scabious.   

 

Swansea, including Gower 

Andrea Rowe advises: “Fairwood (surveyed 30/8, 2/9 and 4/9 by George Tordoff, Andrea Rowe, Karen Wilkinson)  211 webs (195 on transect and 16 off transect).  

Welshmoor (surveyed 30/8 by GT, AR and KW) 8 webs (7 on and 1 off transect).  

Pengwern (surveyed 4/9 by GT, AR, KW and Dan Guest and 13/9 by AR) 14 webs (+ 1 empty).  

 

Tonyrefail and South RCT  

Facebook group participants refer to the “Grasshopper field in Beddau”, as a possible new site for MFs, following three frits observed there in May. Devil’s Bit 

Scabious is clearly present (recent photo) but no other information is currently available.  

 

On 5th September, Nick Sharp, Catherine Hammond of NRW helped our BC volunteers, Lucie Bromfield & Gareth Tonks, to find 19 larval webs on the unfenced and 

un-managed area of wet heath, south-west of the recently fenced pony paddocks. Although the pony paddocks look a bit too grazed in places, there is still a large 

part of the site 16 of Rhos Tonyrefail, also unfenced and un-managed, but yet to be surveyed.   
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Marsh Fritillary (cont)  
 

Ystradgynlais metapopulation (including Ystradgynlais, Crynant & Seven Sisters) 
 

Russel Hobson advises: “Thursday 29th August, we did counts at Ystradgynlais populations with Wildlife Trust. Cae Lydon, Gurnos – down to 9 larval webs but 

habitat looking really good after two weeks grazing by Exmoor ponies. Weaver’s Road – none found. Nant Gyrlais – increase to 16 this year scattered over most of 

the field. Again Welsh Mountain ponies have done a good job opening up the sward after a fire earlier in the year. Most of the webs were small (bigger at the more 

sheltered Nant Gyrlais) and larvae second instar”. 

 

 

4. Dark Green Fritillary (DGF) – 31 new reports 
 

Breconshire 

Katherine Eilbeck watched DGF mating at Penwyllt on 28 July.  

 

Neath Port Talbot 

Paul Fredric Brain via Facebook forum on 2 July: “More activity in Crymlyn Burrows with a nice shot of a Dark green fritillary…….”. 

 

North Wales 

Alun Williams, via Facebook: “Dark green fritillary, Argynnis aglaja, britheg werdd. Rhydymwyn, June 29th. A stunning male dark green fritillary feeding on red 

clover. 

Tony Pope, via Facebook, on 30th June: “Dark Green Fritillary and Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary on Halkyn Mountain bio blitz today …..very very windy so 

butterflies were struggling and difficult to get shots”.  

Paul Board via Facebook: “3 Frits on Bryn Euryn, Rhos-on-Sea this afternoon (16th July). After a pair had disappeared in a pheromone frenzy, I was left with one 

and after an hour got these ID shots. Dark Green I think (saw them in the same place last year)”. Yes, from photo – Ed. 

Anna Griffiths reported via Facebook on 21 July: “Dark green frits seen today on Nant y Gamar despite the cloud and wind. Only had my phone so poor photo I'm 

afraid.” 
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Dark Green Fritillary (cont) 
 

Pembs 

On 29 June, Jane Stone, via Facebook forum: “Today I walked north from Strumble Head on the coast path and it was windy (approx 25mph) so the butterflies 

tended to hide. I did see 8 low flying Dark Green Fritillaries”.  

On Sunday 30 June,  Bob Haycock wrote: “Lots of DG Frits on the wing yesterday and today in Ranges West and East (they were especially numerous at Mount 

Sion area yesterday and at Mewsford Point/Bullslaughter Bay today)”. 

Bob also reported a DGF from Caldey – DR thinks it must have been a vagrant because he could not find any there 5 days later - 21 June (SS1496). 

Stackpole Warren transect (SR9894) - 10 recorded in 5 walks between 24 June & 29 July i.e. average of 2 per walk (max 4) - in 2018 the average in same period 

was 3 per walk (max 7) and in 2017 it was nearly 5 per walk (max 8, twice). 

 

David Redhead reports (19th July): “Rainy day has allowed me 

to notice the reports of DGF this year on the Sychpant 

transect - the first records for this species since you revived 

the transect. Details: 1 on 4th July, Section 6, 2 on 18th 

July, both on Section 3………”.  

 

David Redhead: “[These] are my personal 2019 DGF sightings - 

have also included negative (indented) coastal forays made 

during the same time period just to show the DGF is not a 

resident of the entire Pembs coast”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

David Redhead DGFs 2019 - personal observations only. 

 

28 June – Strumble Head to Pen Brush (SM8839/SM8840/SM8841) 43  

29 June – Trevallen Down/St Govan’s Head (SS9693/SS9792/SS9793) 13 

2 July  – Coast south of Abereiddy (SM7730/SM7830/SM7930/SM7931) zero 

3 July  – Freshwater East (SS1097/SS1098/SS0298) zero 

3 July  – Lydstep Point (SS0897/SS09970) zero 

8 July  – Trevallen Down/St Govan’s Head (SS9693/SS9792/SS9793) 27 

12 July – Dinas Island (SN0039/SN0040/SN0041) 6 

12 July – Carn Ingli East (SN0737) 1 (only inland sighting) 

16 July – Caldey Island (SS1297/SS1396/SS1496) zero 

21 July – Giltar Point & Penally Burrows (SS1199/SS1298/SS1299) 

23 July – Monkstone Point (SN1403) zero 

28 July – Stack Rocks area (SR9294) 2 
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Dark Green Fritillary (cont) 
 

Pembs cont. 

Jerry English, via Facebook forum: “Dark green Frits in their hundreds…..on the Pembs Coast Path east of Strumble lighthouse today (6 July)”. 

Paul Challinor posted via Facebook forum on 13 July: “The coastal path between Stumble Head and Tregwynt was the most prolific section for butterflies we've 

walked this past two weeks. A new one for me and I think this is a Dark Green Fritillary”. 

Dave Butler reported via Facebook forum (16 July): “Up to St Govans for the DGF, seemed to be a decent number on the wing but very mobile, even those that 

were mating were flying, however eventually found a pair that were just finishing and had good views.”. 

 

RCT 

Annie Irving posted via Facebook forum: “From today's (17 July) birding trip to Dare Valley Country Park, some lovely non-birds, including these Dark Green 

Fritillaries……. 

 

Vale of Glamorgan 

Annie Irving via Facebook forum on 4th July: “So, this happened at Cosmeston this morning. You could've knocked me down with a feather! 

Dark green fritillary top end of east paddock. Seen twice - first time flying past at a great rate of knots, second time it stopped to feed, but then a spat with a 

Meadow Brown sent it flying over the fence, where a dog (that shouldn't have been in the fenced off area) came racing along and the DG flew off. I stood watching 

and hoping for 20 mins but it didn't reappear, and I checked the area again before coming home but nothing”. 
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5. High Brown Fritillary (HBF) – one new summary report 
 

You may recall from last edition that Andrea Rowe sent us this photo of Pant St 

Brides from 1985, presumably taken from Railway Terrace, looking north from 

chestnut trees towards Pant Quarry and beyond. The immediate left hand foreground 

is now, 24 years later, two thirds scrub or secondary woodland, apart from the 

habitat sub-sites which we’ve been successfully restoring during the last three 

winters. It seems that Andrea’s photo got around the St Brides village (Facebook) 

hub, so that when RGS led a walk for community council and commoners one sunny 

Sunday morning in June, there seemed relatively little opposition to our longer term 

aims to get more open, grassland/ffridd patches back.   

 

Meanwhile the first definite HBFs were identified on our LOWER transect route on 

21 June, in the riverside meadow. (34 other large frits were noted that day but not 

identified definitely to species, as they were too active – but probably most were 

DGFs, which had been out a week earlier). However, as the flight season continued it 

became apparent that last year’s high proportion of large frits favouring DGF over 

HBF was being roughly reversed this year – particularly on the common. So by the 

time we’d got five complete weeks data across all transect routes, we were looking at roughly 570 estimated HBF sightings over 5 weeks or 30 person hours of 

recording effort which gives an index of c19 HBFs per observer hour. The latter index is the third highest in last 16 years of recording in a compatible manner.  

At the moment for technical reasons, I only have access to a graph of recent years based on Old Castle Down plus Alun valley routes. On that basis, index is roughly 

17, which puts it on equal sixth place in last 21 years. Our 19 index includes Pant St Brides which is a part of the site which we’ve been successfully restoring 

gradually, with good results, so should be a better overall guide to health of the local HBF population. Expanded graph to follow, hopefully in next edition. 

 

We also had no fewer than 32 accompanied visitors to the site, including 20 on 29 June, half from BC West Midlands branch and half South Wales locals. 12 others 

were shown around separately by arrangement with RGS/Paul Dunn. There were doubtless other visitors unaccompanied and unnoticed, so a bit of a boost to the 

western Vale as a wildlife tourism destination! Sad then that Vale council seem unable so far to save the Glamorgan Heritage Coast team, who have been valuable 

partners with us for 20 plus years.   



To retain and respect confidentiality of precise sites and often extremely sensitive goodwill towards conservation efforts, some site descriptions are such as only to be 

recognisable to those already aware of each site’s location. Sites only have public access to extent shown on OS maps.  

Reminder: reports to Frits About, to Facebook and to Twitter are no substitute for actual records. However, county recorders are included in Frits About 

circulation list and will thus be alerted to look out for actual records in due course. Please therefore follow up in usual way. 
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6. Silver-washed Fritillary (SWF) – 30 new reports  
 

Caerphilly 

Our woodland, Coed Craig Ruperra, is a recovering PAWS with increasing biodiversity which we monitor with formal and casual surveys. Today, we were coming down 

our main track after doing some work, and spotted this beauty patrolling the part of the native hedgerow that was laid last year. A nice open sunny part of the 

track, NGR was ST22504 86622. The time we saw it was 3.30pm on 15/07/19. As far as we know, it's the first sighting since 2007’ish on the site so we're really 

pleased. Our local ecologist, Peter Sturgess, confirmed it as Silver Washed Fritillary from the attached photos I managed to get when it settled very briefly. He 

suggested I let you know”. 

Chris Jones posted via Facebook forum: “Had 12 silver washed fritillary at Coed Llwyn Hir today (10 July)” – Ed: between Rudry & Draethen.  

 

Carmarthenshire 

Quentin McGarvie included in his report for period May- July 15th for SN 385263 

(Cynwyl Elfed): “Silver washed Fritillaries 3 (on potato flowers) identified by closed 

wings showing silver bars” 

Belinda Jackson, via Facebook forum: “(17 July) The Silver-washed Fritillary has made it 

to the garden”. 

Dave Bannister advised on 22 July, that SWFs have been around here for a couple of 

weeks. Not as many as usual. Then on 5 Sept that SWFs still flying on edge of Brechfa 

Forest including his adjoining garden”. 

Kath Eilbeck sent photos of two SWFs seen at RSPB Dinas reserve on 23rd July and 

posted on Facebook forum on 25th July re another at Lynne Brianne bird reserve   

(photo right). 

 “A special day (31 July) at the barn with 12 species visiting the back garden including 

Silver Washed Fritillary”.  

Then, on 15th August, photographed an SWF in her garden, near Abernant, just west of 

Carmarthen”.  

 

Silver-washed Fritillary at Dinas – Kath Eilbeck 



To retain and respect confidentiality of precise sites and often extremely sensitive goodwill towards conservation efforts, some site descriptions are such as only to be 

recognisable to those already aware of each site’s location. Sites only have public access to extent shown on OS maps.  

Reminder: reports to Frits About, to Facebook and to Twitter are no substitute for actual records. However, county recorders are included in Frits About 

circulation list and will thus be alerted to look out for actual records in due course. Please therefore follow up in usual way. 
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Silver-washed Fritillary (cont) 
 

Carmarthenshire (cont) 

Jacqueline Galliford posted via Facebook forum: “Today Tues 27 Aug, also brought 

the first ever Silver Washed Fritillary I have seen in the garden & UK. It's seen 

better days and a bit ragged around the edges, but has been back and forth the 

buddleia all afternoon!”. Jacqueline is near Carmarthen.  

 

Isabel Macho reports: “A record from Cwm Rhaeadr woods (SN762427) yesterday 

(01/08) – 4 silver washed fritillaries seen in sunny spots. Two as a fluttering pair, 

other as singles”.   

 

 

Gwent 

Mel Oxford via Facebook forum on 14 July: “Had a good morning at a local woodland 

site (Slade) today but in this sunshine the butterflies seemed to be hyper active and 

I struggled to sneak up on many with the phone... 4 Silver-washed fritillary were 

new for my list so happy with that....”. 

Silver-washed Fritillary at Cwm Rhaeadr – Isabel Macho 

 

Annie Irving via Facebook forum: “Lovely visit to the Slade Wood area today (15 July) - I say that because the walk up to the wood along Millet's Lane from the 

train produced more butterflies than the woodland itself. At least 5 Silver-washed fritillaries…….” 

 

Frank Sengpiel posted via Facebook forum: “I made a return visit to Slade Wood / Minnett's Field early pm today (21 July), fairly cloudy but warm and loads of 

leps. I have to retract my 'moan' a couple of weeks ago about the large clear fell area since this is where I spotted 3 Silver Washed Frits today! The female 

obliged for a photo on a tree trunk, the males didn't; one chased a Peacock off its patch and immediately disappeared up into the trees...”. 

David Jones posted via Facebook group: “SW Fritillary at Caldicot” on 8 August. 

 



To retain and respect confidentiality of precise sites and often extremely sensitive goodwill towards conservation efforts, some site descriptions are such as only to be 

recognisable to those already aware of each site’s location. Sites only have public access to extent shown on OS maps.  

Reminder: reports to Frits About, to Facebook and to Twitter are no substitute for actual records. However, county recorders are included in Frits About 

circulation list and will thus be alerted to look out for actual records in due course. Please therefore follow up in usual way. 
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Silver-washed Fritillary  (cont) 
Merthyr 

Graham Watkeys, via Facebook forum on 29 July: “Silver-washed Fritillary (Argynnis paphia) at Taf Fechan today, saw at least four”. 

 

North Wales. 

Simon Mills reports SWF: “Really good walk at Marford on 14th July. After an overcast morning, the sun came out with a vengeance as we started our walk”. 

Ashley Miles Lindop reported via Facebook: “Silver-washed fritillary this afternoon (24 July) at Marford quarry “ 

On a recent family visit, John Smith showed RGS the parts of Marford Quarry (near Wrexham) where SWF had been seen on at least three occasions this year in 

July & August.  

 

Pembs. 

David Redhead sends this report:  

 

Jane Stone reports: “19 August - I went to West Williamston today for a brief visit, the sun was shining and there was only a moderate breeze. I did find a few 

Brown Hairstreak eggs but saw very few butterflies of any type in the field near the car park so I headed down to the coast. I saw …..3 Sliver Washed Fritillaries 

before reaching the gate that opens on to the coastal flat bit”. 

David Redhead SWF’s 2019 personal observations only. 
 

15 July – Minwear Wood picnic site (SN0513) 2 (both males) 

25 July – West Williamston WTSWW Reserve, top field (SN0305) 1 

25 July – West Williamston WTSWW Reserve, limestone ridge (SN0206) 1 (male) 

25 July – Cresselly Big Wood, buddleias (SN0605) 2 (both males) 

28 July – Cresselly Big Wood, buddleias (SN0605) 2 (male & female) 

28 July – Woodland west of Ludchurch (SN1310) 2 (male & female) NEW KM SQ & TETRAD 

29 July – Kilgetty Wood, south (SN1208) 2 (both males) NEW KM SQ & TETRAD 
 

Don’t think the new tetrads in SN10 & SN11 represent an expansion in range but rather an expansion in recording effort. However, past records in both 

10km squares are few and far between especially in SN11 where the only two previous 21C records were a singleton on the buddleias in Narberth Castle 

in both 2017 & 2018. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/ButterflyConservationSouthWalesBranch/permalink/2431013530453489/


To retain and respect confidentiality of precise sites and often extremely sensitive goodwill towards conservation efforts, some site descriptions are such as only to be 

recognisable to those already aware of each site’s location. Sites only have public access to extent shown on OS maps.  

Reminder: reports to Frits About, to Facebook and to Twitter are no substitute for actual records. However, county recorders are included in Frits About 

circulation list and will thus be alerted to look out for actual records in due course. Please therefore follow up in usual way. 
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 Silver-washed Fritillary  (cont) 
 

Powys/Shropshire border 

Andy & Melissa Banthorpe: “A few photos from Llanymynech Rocks NR last Thursday morning (1st August) in the sun (inc. SWF). What a lovely site. We also had 

SWF at Llynclis Hill in one of the old quarries”.   

 

RCT 

Phillip Hill posted via Facebook forum: “This morning (7 July) I made my annual visit to see if the small colony of Marbled Whites have survived on the mountain near 

Abercynon (grid ref. ST078966). You have Edwardsville below you on one side and Ynysboeth on the other………..large numbers of DGFs found.” 

Frank Sengpiel posted via Facebook forum: “This morning (14 July) I visited the hill above Edwardsville that Phillip Hill mentioned recently and wasn't disappointed: 

several Marbled Whites as well as a number of Dark Green Frits (some decidedly worse for wear)”.  

 

Swansea 

Hugh Lansdown reports: “I’m just letting you know that I saw at least three Silver-washed Fritillaries in Bishop’s Wood yesterday (4th July) morning (I think 

there were more but they were flying fast so it might have been the same ones several times)”. 

Gerard Siron via Facebook forum: “Bishop's Wood, Gower yesterday (23 July). Fritillaries of some sort, these were as good pics as I could manage with Max Zoom. 

There were more than 3, often landing on spindle or hogweed that was above my level”. Confirmed from photos as SWF. 

 

Vale of Glamorgan. 

Cliff Woodhead via Facebook forum: “On a family trip to Cosmeston this afternoon, 22 July, an SWF”. 

The five one hour plus constituent parts making up the weekly HBF transect count routes in Alun valley, Pant St Brides & Old Castle Down area, produced a total 

of 25 definite SWF sightings during the period 27th June to 23rd July, which is the highest total for SWF since the HBF transect began in 1995.   

 

This newsletter was compiled from reports received or available since 17th June 2019 and up to midnight on 10th September, but do keep reports coming in 

and I’ll compile and pass newsletter on to BC Wales office as soon as enough received or to suit their dates. Many thanks to all contributors and apologies, 

if I’ve missed any out!                                                                                                          

Richard Smith, 16th September 2019. 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100014264170349&fref=gs&__tn__=%2CdK-R-R&eid=ARCN3w_gC7OCH40PP1AgU6KtFyM_3H7KRIRD_dVAtfUfTcsYzaxz02Bmo3aOjipkSnYaQlGR4XGGaFAP&dti=1600501566838027&hc_location=group

